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Introduction
• Who are we? Why are we here today? Where, whom, and in what 

context do we teach? 

• Collaborative antiracism Padlet: 

https://padlet.com/cmichaud16/q6pxcuqf8grotc5k

https://padlet.com/cmichaud16/q6pxcuqf8grotc5k


Our project

•Revitalize our curriculum, moving from 

“multicultural” to antiracist

•Antiracist classrooms → antiracist identities



Framework and 
approaches

• Asao B. Inoue

• Ibram X. Kendi

• Annelise Singh



Perspectives from the Literature: 
Goals and Motivations

•Diversify not just our reading lists, but also the scholarly frameworks of our 
teaching
• "Black Lives Matter in TESOL: De-Silencing Race in a Second Language Academic Literacy Course" (Guerrettaz and Zahler 2017)
• "Confronting Epistemological Racism, Decolonizing Scholarly Knowledge: Race and Gender in Applied Linguistics" (Kubota 2019)

• Examine our own racial identities and views
• "A Lesson in Teaching English While White" (Ennser-Kananen 2020).

•Allow our students of color, our marginalized, international/transnational students, to 
be seen, to belong, to claim space and identities on campus and beyond





PERSPECTIVES FROM OUR CAMPUS
The single most important challenge is improving the way that international students are served by 
the Writing Program. There is concern that our diversity and inclusion conversations often leave 
international students to the side, when we should be consistently aware of the distinctive needs of 
these students and working harder to meet them. The Writing Program needs to understand 
how isolated many international students currently are from the broader BU community. We would 
like to see international students integrated into BU more fully. International students' specific writing 
needs in ESL are currently being addressed through an excellent program, but it leaves subsequent 
integration into the rest of the BU community aside and tends to reinforce their sense 
of “foreignness.” We need an entirely new way to think about this part of the BU community.
(excerpt from internal report, March 2021)



Our plan: 

1. Teachers use diverse content and work towards inclusive pedagogical practices.

2. Students learn about the history of institutional racism.

3. * Teachers and students reflect on and discuss race, racial identity, and racism.*



WR 112 STUDENTS, SPRING 2021:

TALKING ABOUT RACE, RACISM, AND ANTIRACISM



DID YOU KNOW?
The term BIPOC has only 

come into usage very 

recently.



LANGUAGE MATTERS
“Black Americans have been called by many names in the United States. 

African-American, Negro, colored and the unutterable slur that rhymes 

with bigger. In [May and June 2020], as protests against police brutality 

and racism have flooded the streets and social media, another more 

inclusive term has been ascribed to the population: BIPOC. 

“The acronym stands for ‘black, Indigenous and people of color.’ 

Though it is now ubiquitous in some corners of  Twitter and Instagram, 

the earliest reference The New York Times could find on social media was 

a 2013 tweet.” https://www.nytimes.com/article/what-is-bipoc.html

https://twitter.com/GrindToronto/status/362594656913080320?s=20
https://www.nytimes.com/article/what-is-bipoc.html


DID YOU KNOW?

A “majority minority” 

city, Boston nevertheless is 

significantly segregated 

due to a history of  

redlining.



THE EFFECTS OF REDLINING
• “In 1933, the federal Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) was established to refinance 

Depression-era homes in danger of  foreclosure, […] rating [neighborhoods], and color-coding them on 

a map based on whether appraisers believed they were likely to increase or decrease in value. Among 

the main criteria[…] were the race and ethnicity of their inhabitants.

• “The result in Boston? Despite the fact that the HOLC acknowledged a section of  Roxbury had good 

transportation, schools, and proximity to jobs, the agency gave it a ‘hazardous’ rating, coloring it red 

due to [increasing numbers of Black residents]…, while a stretch of Jamaica Plain that had zero Black 

residents and was only being infiltrated by ‘desirables’ got a ‘best’ rating, and was colored green.

• “These government maps proved highly influential among private-sector mortgage lenders, who 

routinely declined to finance homes in red and even yellow districts, giving rise to the concept and the 

name of ‘redlining.’ This, in turn, not only locked Black people out of homeownership but also 

ensured that white people had a financial interest in keeping them out of  their neighborhoods.”

https://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/2020/12/08/boston-segregation/

https://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/2020/12/08/boston-segregation/


BOSTON 
NEIGHBORHOODS 
TODAY

• https://www.bphc.org/healthdata/health-of-boston-report/Documents/4_C1_Demographics_Pages%20from%2016-17_HOB_final-4.pdf

https://www.bphc.org/healthdata/health-of-boston-report/Documents/4_C1_Demographics_Pages%20from%2016-17_HOB_final-4.pdf


DID YOU KNOW?

In 2019, Boston changed 

the name of  a main 

business district in 

Roxbury, a historically 

Black neighborhood. 

Formerly known as 

Dudley Square—named 

after a colonial-era slave 

owner, Thomas Dudley—

the neighborhood is now 

known as Nubian Square, 

after the North African 

empire.



NUBIAN SQUARE TODAY….

https://www.masslive.com/boston/2019/11/reckoning-with-racism-changing-dudley-square-to-nubian-square-wont-be-the-last-name-change-in-

boston-activists-say.html

https://www.wbur.org/artery/2020/07/09/this-is-just-the-beginning-roxbury-artists-paint-black-lives-matter-mural-in-nubian-square



BLM AS MLK JR’S LEGACY
“In his ‘I Have a Dream’ speech, Martin Luther King Jr. spoke of  

‘the marvelous new militancy which has engulfed the Negro 

community,’ and reminded the nation that Black people could ‘never 

be satisfied as long as the Negro is the victim of  the unspeakable 

horrors of  police brutality.’ Instead of  seeing Black people as the 

enemies of  democracy — contemporary critics of  Black Lives Matter 

call the activists terrorists — King understood them as the friends of  

liberty. He particularly understood the need to renew the vision and 

energy of  the movement by embracing Black youth.” (Michael Eric Dyson, “What King 

Would Say to Black Lives Matter Activists Today,” LA Times, 1/18/2021: https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-01-16/martin-luther-king-

young-activists-black-lives-matter. https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/12/24/2020-protest-photos)

https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-01-16/martin-luther-king-young-activists-black-lives-matter
https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/12/24/2020-protest-photos


DID YOU KNOW?
Hate crimes and reported 

instances of  bias against 

Asian Americans have 

been on the rise.



https://www.nbcboston.com/lx/remember-racism-isnt-just-black-and-white-anti-asian-racism-is-on-the-rise-in-the-

pandemic-era/2300776/

https://digboston.com/pics-recap-stop-asian-hate-boston-rally-on-the-common/

ANTI ASIAN RACISM TODAY

https://www.nbcboston.com/lx/remember-racism-isnt-just-black-and-white-anti-asian-racism-is-on-the-rise-in-the-pandemic-era/2300776/
https://digboston.com/pics-recap-stop-asian-hate-boston-rally-on-the-common/


ASIAN AMERICAN AND BLACK 
COMMUNITIES WORKING 
TOGETHER

https://www.weareresonate.com/2020/06/boston-chinatown-asian-american-leaders-pledge-solidarity-with-

black-community-dean-tran/

https://www.thenorthstar.com/p/why-we-must-fight-for-the-

safety?fbclid=IwAR3QfUnrXh3chy2Vf99Amj_IoXBFdPVhw-rwApZkn0uUGy3xTBcFFYLzaWE

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/75-ways-asian-americans-pacific-islanders-are-speaking-out-

black-n1230551

https://www.weareresonate.com/2020/06/boston-chinatown-asian-american-leaders-pledge-solidarity-with-black-community-dean-tran/
https://www.thenorthstar.com/p/why-we-must-fight-for-the-safety?fbclid=IwAR3QfUnrXh3chy2Vf99Amj_IoXBFdPVhw-rwApZkn0uUGy3xTBcFFYLzaWE
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/75-ways-asian-americans-pacific-islanders-are-speaking-out-black-n1230551


DID YOU KNOW?

Learning more about 

antiracism, and being 

open to corrections if  we 

make mistakes, is the most 

important way to move 

forward.



https://twitter.com/mariej

beech/status/13486799431

48941314

https://twitter.com/mariejbeech/status/1348679943148941314


→ Reflecting on our own racial positionality



* Student/Teacher voices
“[A] Panamanian student who identified as Jewish […] was feeling reluctant to talk about 
issues around race b/c [she said] you never know what isn’t okay to say, such as the response 
to BLM that all lives matter. She also described her own experience as a religious minority at 
BU and indicated that she had gotten reactions such as ‘oh, you’re Jewish, that’s why you got 
accepted b/c of diversity.’ We talked a bit about attitudes towards race in Panama, and she 
claimed there essentially weren’t any, but then identified how being white was perceived -
she could articulate there was a distinction, but didn’t label it as any sort of racism.”



Teacher voices

“In discussing what we learned from our families, one student [from the Philippines] said that the only thing 
she can really think of is that her parents told her that she should never marry a Black man. We engaged in 
a conversation about why she thought that might be, and she said she wasn’t really sure but that she knew 
her parents were not familiar with Black people. This led to a discussion about our parents--older 
generations--and how viewpoints evolve over time (or, perhaps, do not) based on experiences, active pursuit 
of knowledge and awareness, etc. It was an illuminating discussion, though I am sure the students felt a bit 
awkward discussing it with instructors! I was really impressed with all that they shared and how much they 
opened up, the bravery and vulnerability in discussing these issues and their personal experiences with us.”



* Student voices
• “I learned about racism online, because I’m from China, and we are all Chinese, so racism doesn’t happen here. We think 

that foreigners are good, and we like people from America even though they have white skin.” [student from China]

• “I haven’t experienced racism or really heard about it, because in Taiwan almost everyone is the same and we don’t have 
stereotypes. But my cousin went to California…Anti-Asian racism is when everyone thinks Asians have a lot of money, and 
that is a stereotype, and the Black man who robbed my cousin thinks he won’t fight back.” [student from Taiwan]. 

• “I come from a Muslim country, but locals are only 10% of the population in my city, Dubai. Everyone else is from another 
place, and the city is very diverse. This year is the year of tolerance there, because if we don’t have good relations with 
foreigners, if we have racism and we don’t have tolerance, then we don’t have good economies or good ways of living. Also 
Islam contradicts racism, if you are racist you are not a good Muslim. Islam fought the idea of having Africans as slaves and
fought for equality and that is something very important to me.” [student from the UAE] 



Teacher voices

• “Reflection starts from within, then small, but also needs top-down institutional support.”

• “Listening, empathy, wisdom, coming to a deeper understanding of something by listening to/learning from 
other points of view--students, teachers, admins, all!”

• “Are there multiple ways of going about antiracist work in the classroom? How do you do this in practice?”

• “Not sure how to talk to students about race--what if the class isn’t “about” race at all?”

• “Once a student said “Teacher, you are the only foreigner in the room!”--sudden intrusion of Whiteness into 
the classroom!”



* Student/Teacher 
voices



* Student voices



Individual/personal racism, 
stereotypes, individual bias, and 

isolated racist acts

Institutional racism, racially biased 
structures, racist systems

vs.

The problem with so-called “colorblind racism”

and

BUT…



Our plan: 
• Teachers use diverse content and work towards 

inclusive pedagogical practices.
• Students learn about the history of institutional racism.

• * Teachers and students reflect on and discuss race, 
racial identity, and racism.*





BU first-year students surveyed in March 2021, from China, 
Korea, Taiwan, Panama, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Brazil, Egypt, and India



Classroom Mini-Lesson: The Language of Race

• racist vs. a racist (adjective vs. noun: article cues part of speech)

• colored people vs. people of color (MLK Jr.-era vs. present day) (also: ”Negroes”)

• Hispanic vs. Latino/a vs. Latinx 

• Black, white, but not “yellow” (George Orwell, “Shooting an Elephant”) 

• a Black person vs. a Black (article) (also: a Chinese person vs. a Chinese) 

• Black Lives Matter vs. All Lives Matter (explicitly center issue of erasure)

• BIPOC and related terms (pronunciation: say it “BUY-pock”)

• N-word: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QO15S3WC9pg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QO15S3WC9pg


Part 1: Former 
international 
students from 
Asia, Europe, the 
Middle East, or 
Latin America 
have said…



Part 2: A former Black student said…

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/02/boston-university-racism-colorblind-college-campus

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/02/boston-university-racism-colorblind-college-campus


* Student voices
A man accused for brainwashed,

From his Cathayland,

Twisted into the sea to be taught.

“To be internationalized”, as they enthroned it. 

I thus strive for our Strait Cause. 

I color the waves white,

Except that they see themselves a knight. 

To fight with the knight from the other side, To separate from their evil tides.

I glimpsed in sorrow,

That their white color is washed off.                 (Student from Singapore)



Final thoughts

•One thing I want to learn more about is…
•One metacognitive/reflective prompt I could see working in 
my teaching context is...
•One question I have is…
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jSl7AsLq7rhNpbSsE8WoxVQrfNGm8roPrGyXcm4cBr4/

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jSl7AsLq7rhNpbSsE8WoxVQrfNGm8roPrGyXcm4cBr4/edit


Thank you!

Christina Michaud

Boston University

cmichaud@bu.edu

mailto:cmichaud@bu.edu

